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Construction of a Railway Vehicle – Simulation
Models Using a Substructure Database and Model
The use of substructures in SIMPACK makes it possible to build up many different types of a model based on a substructure
database which contains the variants of the model components. This perfectly supports the handling of simulation models of
vehicles which are available in multiple configurations of car bodies, motor and running bogies. The user, by means of special
graphical user interface to assemble the model, can build up the desired simulation model with just a few mouse clicks.
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If the user wishes to be free even in terms
of the structure of the vehicle models that
he can set up from the palette of substructure assemblies, the template
method may be extended to several levels.
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The template method has proved itself for
a convenient set up of model variants of
the above kind. It can be realised by one

clicks arbitrary variants of the deposited
substructure assemblies.
This offers great benefit especially if
engineers, who are not particularly skilled
in setting up SIMPACK simulation models,
want to take advantage of the models
created by experts.
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